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1 GE�ERAL DESCRIPTIO� 

1.1 TYPE A�D PURPOSE 

The vessel is a twin-engine, twin-screw, twin-draghead, single-deck, full steel welding, with 

bulbous bow, twin-skeg, round bilge, streamline hull, self-propelled trailing suction hopper 

dredger. The dredger shall be sailing in greater coastal service and dredging in coastal 

service .The structure of this vessel has not been strengthened for ice area and bow slamming. 

1.2 DREDGI�G CO�DITIO� A�D OBJECT 

Dredging environment： 

Atmosphere temperature：      -15℃～40℃ 

E/R temperature：                      45℃ 

Sea water temperature：           0℃～32℃ 

Relative humidity:                  90% 

Wave height:                              2.0m 

Maximum current：                   2m／sec 

Maximum wind speed：            20 m／sec 

Dredging object：silt, subclay, middle density sand, middle thin sand 

Examine state: DN50=0.25mm middle density sand 

1.3 CLASSIFICATIO� A�D RULES 

(1) The design of the VESSEL shall be in accordance with “Rules and Regulations for the 

Construction and Classification of Sea-going Steel Ships (2006)”issued by China Classification 

Society and its amendments, and refer to the latest standards of BV. Shipyard should do the 

construction after the drawing is approved by CCS drawing approval center, and under the CCS 

supervision. 

The vessel shall obtain the following class notation by CCS: 

CSA5/5 Trailing Suction Hopper Dredger★ ，dredging within R2. 

(Dredging in the area 20 n miles off the shore.)  
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★CSM  

The vessel shall obtain all the certificates required by CCS. 

(2) The vessel shall satisfy “Statutory Inspection Rules for Ships and Offshore Installation-- 

Statutory Inspection Technical Regulation for Sea-going Ships Engaged on International 

Voyages” issued by Marine Bureau of People's Republic of China. 

（3）The equipment and materials shall be met with the standards of GB and CB . 

  

2 BASIC SETTI�G A�D FU�CTIO� 

(1) Equipped with two submersible pumps driven by underwater motor and two inboard pumps driven 

directly by diesel engine. Nowadays many foreign dredgers of this kind apply the inboard pump. 

Only when digging sand in the deep sea, they will make series connection of the inboard pump and 

underwater pump, otherwise the inboard cannot meet the need of underwater pump dredging. 

(2) Submersible pumps are mainly used for charging when dredging depth is less than 35m, inboard 

pumps for spare.When dredging depth is 35-50m,  submersible pumps and inboard pumps run in 

tandem. 

(3)         Self-emptying piping, dredge pipe joint and two inboard pumps are used in tandem to blow mud 

in the hopper ashore.  A high pressure water jet system is fitted in the hopper for diluting soil when 

discharging; 

(4)     Bow jet nozzle, self-emptying piping and two inboard dredge pumps are used in tandem to jet mud 

in the hopper forwards. 

(5) Sliding block and chute are fitted at the end of suction pipe, opening of the broadside is close to the 

bottom in order to shorten the length of the suction pipe.  

(6)    Apart from the parallelogram gantryat the chute at each side，three-point gantry is fitted.Double 

suction dredging is available. 

(7)   Before dredging, starboard dredge pump can be used to drain the water until the dredge pump stops 

gettering. 

(8)   Sixteen cone bottom hopper doors with the diameter of 3m in two lines are located in              

hopper, four of which are pre-dump type, when grounding they can be used for dumping soil and 

self-floating in order to be out of danger.The doors can be operated in group or centralizedly. Each 
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hopper is controlled by one hydraulic cylinder to achieve open and close.The hopper doors’state can 

be remotely controlled and indicated in the wheelhouse.The hopper doors can be opened by 

wheelhouse in case of emergency.  

(10)  Two high pressure jet water pumps are installed for flushing the dragheads and the hopper，and 

filling bow ballast tank;  

(11) The hopper is open and with height of 3.0m coaming. Above coaming top, antispray plate, which 

is 1.0m height, is fitted; 

(12) In fore and after part of the hopper, there is a continuous adjustable overflow each. The overflow, 

the diameter of which is1.8m, can be remotely controlled in wheel house. 

(13) Fixed three energy reducer boxes, one in the fore, one in middle of the hoper, another in after;the 

one in middle is high level, and the other two low level. 

(14)  Two hydraulic cranes are installed in the area of hopper for maintaining dredge equipment; 

(15)  Two fixed pitch propellers propel the dredger, which is driven by two 4412kW (Model 

G16V300ZC) diesels (manufactured by Wuxi Diesel Factory) through reduction gear box 

(GWC70.85). 

(16) Equippe two 2426kW diesel (G8300ZC22B)，each drives a high voltage generator and inboard 

dredge pump via distribution clutch gearbox respectively.  

(17) Electric hydraulic pumping station is used for dredging equipment hydraulic system. Ten 

pumping stations, hydraulic oil tank, cooler, oil filter, and hydraulic valve group supplied in 

package. Total power of the pumping station is approximately892kW。（interim） 

(18)  The draghead uses plough type teeth(can be changed to other type), the width is 3.8m，the length 

is 6m，the weight is 15t.At the bottom of the draghead, there are two lines of high pressure water 

jet nozzles.The diameter of the pipe is 900mm. Assembly includes”十” type joint，”一” type 

joint, high pressure water pipe, lifting pad，turning joint and rubber hose,etc. In light condition, 

when the suction pipe is at 45 degree, the dredging depth is 35 m below light water line. In light 

condition, suction pipe at 50 degree, the dredging depth is 50 m below light water line. 
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(19) Equipped four gland pumps for dredge pump, two for gate valve swash.Submerged electric 

water pump is used for gland pump of submerged dredge pump, hanging beside the dredge 

pump. 

(20)  Equipped three(3) main generator sets: 700kW；one(1)harbor generator set:200kW，

one(1)emergency generator set:200kW； 

(21)  An electric bow side thruster is equipped at bow, the power is 550KW, thrust is 8t with 

diameter of 1.5m. A jet water injection side thruster is equipped, thrust is 4t. 

(22) The fore peak tank is used for adjusting the trim of the vessel. It is filled with water by high 

pressure jet water pump to reduce the trim value when the vessel is under light loading 

condition.When the tank is emptied, the water in the tank is discharged to bilge via bilge 

discharge pipe.  

 (23)     Monitoring room is located in E/R and pump room.In the monitoring room E/R equipment 

monitor desk, switchboard, P/R equipment monitor desk, electric axis control panel, etc are 

located. M/E remote control console , dredge pump A/E remote control console, navigation 

control console, dredging monitoring system and draghead operating console are provided on 

navigation console.Dredge console is installed in the front of the wheel house lower than the 

bridge deck. It is controlled by single dredge man. 

3333    PRI�CIPAL PARTICULARS    

3.1 PRI�CIPAL DIME�SIO� 

Length over all            ~150.0m 

Length bp                              135.20m 

Length bw                        138.26m 

Breadth mld                             26.80m 

Depth mld                             11.00m 

Design draught                                7.50m 

(This is the draft during normal dispatch navigation.The propeller is designed according 

to the draft.)  

Operating draft (Dredging draught)            9.60m 
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Relationship between different t draft & displacement and hopper capacity    

Draft(m) Displacement 

(t) 

Deadweight 

(t) 

Mud capacity 

(t) 

Mud viscosity 

(t/m
3
) 

3.2m 10500 200 0 Idle load 

7.5m 24568 14268 12636 1.003 

8.0m 26206 15906 14274 1.133 

8.5m 27844 17544 15912 1.263 

9.0m 29481 18750 17051 1.393 

9.6m 31447 20716 19298 1.409 

Max. dredging depth（In light condition, when draft is less than 3.2m, the suction pipe is 

at 50 degree）50m 

Max. capacity                            13000 m
3
 

Complement                               36P 

Main engine power           2×4412 KW 

Speed                  12 kn（7.5m draft，0.85MCR+10%SM） 

11.5kn（9.6m draft，0.85MCR） 

Height between decks：：：： 

                Main deck to Poop deck               3.00m 

               Poop deck to Accommodation deck                   2.70m 

                Accomm.deck to Captain deck                           2.70m 

                Captain deck to Navigation deck                  2.70m 

Navigation deck to Compass deck                3.00m 

Main deck to Forecastle deck                              3.00m 

Hopper coaming                    3.00m  
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3.2 POWER SUPPLY    

Propeller, dredger pump and high pressure jet pump to be driven separately. The 

power setting is as following:  

Power plant QTY Type 
Power 

(MCR) 

Speed Fuel 

Propulsive main engine 2 G16V300ZC 4412 kW 600rpm 
1500cst heavy 

disel oil  

Dredger pump diesel 

engine 
2 G8300ZC22B 2426 kW 630rpm 

Light diesel 

oil  

High pressure jet water 

pump diesel engine 
2 

CW12V200Z

C-1 
1440 kW 

1000rp

m 

Light diesel 

oil 

Diesel-generator diesel 

engine 

 

3 CCFJ700J-2 800 kW 
1000rp

m 

Light diesel 

oil 

Harbor generator diesel 

engine 
1 CCFJ120Y  235 kW 

1500rp

m 

Light diesel 

oil 

Emergency generator 

diesel engine 
1 CCFJ120Y  235 kW 

1500rp

m 

Light diesel 

oil 

3.3 DREDGE PUMP PARAMETER    

Inboard pump：single-walled centrifugal pump x 2sets 

Tandem dredging（dredging alone）:               

Rated water discharge          12000m
3
/h            

Total head                           17.6(26)m           

Shaft power                         778(1352)KW          

Self-emptying: 

Rated discharge                  11000m3/h 
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Total head                          40m 

Shaft power                        2000KW 

Submerged pump              single-walled centrifugal pump x 2sets 

Flow rate                           12000 m3/h            

Total head                         20.6 m                

Shaft power                       889KW               

Diameter of suction pipe           DN900mm 

Diameter of discharge pipe           DN1000mm 

3.4 HIGH PRESSURE JET WATER PUMP 

The vessel is equipped with two high pressure jet water pumps for draghead flushing and hopper 

flushing. The jet pumps are as follows: 

Flow rate                   3996m3/h 

Total head                 100.8m 

Speed                        960r/min 

Shaft power              1261KW 

3.5 DESIG� LOAD CAPACITY  

Hopper capacity                   19298t 

Heavy diesel oil                     500t   

Light diesel oil                       512t  

Lube oil                                  40t 

Fresh water                           260t 

Supplies and stores                60t 

Crew and luggage                 12t 

Provision                                5t  

Oily watr                                30t 

Total                                      20716t 
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4444    DREDGI�G CHARACTER 

4.1  MAXIMUM DREDGI�G DEPTH     
In light condition, when the suction pipe is at 50 degree, the dredging depth is 50 m below light 

water line.  

4.2 CHARGI�G TIME    

Submersible pump and inboard pump can be used for loading, and can also run in randem to 

meet the need when dredging deep.When the vessel is dredging middle hardness medium/fine sand 

by two suction pipes, the hopper loading time is approximately 60 minutes.( Final load value shall 

be decided according to the power of pump.)  

4.3 DUMP TIME    

With high pressure jet water, dumping time is 5 minutes.  

4.4 HOPPER CAPACITY 

Maximum hopper capacity is 13000 cube meters, maximum weight of soil is 19515 tons,  

the level of soil is below the hopper coaming top 900mm (the highest position of overflow  

cylinder).When the draft is 9.6m，mud viscosity can reach 1.5t/m3，and whenthedraft is 8m, mud 

viscosity can reach 1.12t/m3. 

4.5 BOW BLOWI�G  (PUMPI�G ASHORE) 

The vessel can discharge sand by bow blowing. When the vessel sails to the site , the overflow 

cylinder is lowered to discharge the precipitated water，then raised to prepare for emptying  the 

hopper. The jet water piping is used to flush a line of hoppers.Then the bow blowing discharging 

quick-connector is connected. After two dredge pumps are connected in series，one dredge pump 

sucks the mud in the hopper,and discharge into the suction port of the second dredge pump.Then 

the mud is discharged to bow blowing discharging quick-connector, and transferred to the target 

area via hose, self-floating pipeline (Shore connecting plant can also be used.)  Under the 

operating draft, when discharging height is 3m, the discharging distance is approximately 

2000m. Bow blowing time is approximately 130 minutes. 
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4.6 BOW EJECTI�G (RAI�BOW) A�D SIDE DISCHARGI�G 

The vessel can also discharge sand by bow ejecting and side discharging. When the vessel sails to 

the site, bow ejecting nozzle is connected. Afte two dredge pumps are connected in series，one 

dredge pump sucks the mud in the hopper,and discharge it into the suction port of the second 

dredge pump.Then the mud is transferred to the target area via bow ejecting nozzle. 

 In particular cases, bow jet nozzle can be dismounted.Instead side discharging nozzle is installed 

so that the dredger can discharge mud ashore while dredging，at this time two pumps work in 

series，only one drag works, and the ejecting distance is approximately 50m. 

5 GE�ERAL PERFORMA�CE 

5.1 SPEED    

Trial under the condition of clean hull, deep water, Beaufort wind scale 3 or below and sea state  

scale 2 or below. When draft is 9.6m，and M/E works at 85%MCR，the vessel can achieve  the 

following : 

Design speed (d=9.6m)                        11.5kn 

Dredging speed（Static water）            6kn 
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5.2    HULL TYPE    

Considering the economical efficiency，the vessel is designed to be compact. Big breadth draft 

ratio is taken because of the large loading capacity and shallow draft, and full form ship type is 

used to meet the requirements of arrangement.Principal dimension of the vessel is reduced to 

lower the construction price. Poop is located at the stern of vessel because the freeboard is low. 

Considering navigability of sailing on the sea, short forecastle is located at the bow.Twin-skeg is 

designed for aft hull in order to improve the propulsive efficiency. The small bulbous bow is 

used for reducing the wave resistance.  

5.3     FREEBOARD A�D STABILITY    

When sailing, the stability of the vessel shall meet the requirements of “Statutory Inspection 

Technical Regulation for Sea-going Ships Engaged on International Voyages” (1999) issued by 

Marine Bureau of People's Republic of China.When dredging, the stability shall be checked 

according to the requirements of “Rules and Regulations for the Construction and Classification 

of Sea-going Steel Ships (Amendment  in 2007)”(2.1.13) .   The freeboard shall meet the 

requirements of “ Statutory Inspection Rules for Ships and Offshore Installation” (Statutory 

Inspection Technical Regulation for Sea-going Ships Engaged on International Voyages). The 

dredger can dispatch sailing in greater coastal service, dredging in coastal service. 

5.4 E�DURA�CE A�D SELF-SUPPORTABILITY 

Based on the speed of 12 knots and 24 hours per day, each day’s consumption is: fuel oil 40t, 

lube oil 0.1t, fresh water 6.5t. This vessel can continuously sail for 7200 kn.  

Based on the dredging operation 20 hours per day, each day’s consumption is: fuel oil 50t, lube 

oil 0.12t, fresh water 7t. This vessel can continuously to dredge for 20 days.  

5.5 MA�EUVERABILITY    

With twin screw and twin rudder, the dredger can be directionally stable and controllable at all 

speeds.The electric bow thruster (8t) is used tomake sure the vessel has good operation performance. 
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The jet thruster (appr.4t) is fitted at bow to reinforce its operation performance when port in, port out 

and turn around. 

5.65.65.65.6    GE�ERAL ARRA�GEME�T 

Forecastle is designed for bow. Deckhouse is situated at stern. There are poop deck, 

accommodation deck, captain deck, navigation deck and compass deck, totally five decks. 

A poop deck is built to make enough freeboard. 

On the top of hopper coaming, passages are made at port and starboard side to connect the poop 

and forecastle dec 

5.6.1 U�DER DECK    

Aft~ Fr4 is steering gear room; Fr4-Fr11 is frash water tank; Fr11-Fr55 is engine room, there is a 

two-storyed platform in the engine room, E/R monitoring room and oil purifier are situated on it. 

Fr55-Fr1741 is the hopper. There are 16 piston type conical doors in the hopper. There are two 

overflows, whose diameter is 1.8m, one each is at port side of Fr160 and at starboard side of Fr70. The 

side tank to be FWT, HOT, DOT and LSDOT prepared for berthing at the port with higher 

environmental requirements. Between fresh water tank and oil tanks is void tank. The upper part is 

void tank for hydraulis pipes to pass through.The lower part is also void tank for sea water pipes to 

pass through.There is a longitudinal triangle tank at the bottom of hopper, the hopper self-emptying 

piping and flushing piping in the tank.Fr174～Fr217 is dredge pump and pump engine room, there is 

a platform in it.. Fr74-Fr87 is pump room. Fr217~Fore is the fore peak ballast water tank. 

5.6.2 MAI� DECK 

Aft~Fr55 is poop   Apart from aft~Fr4 to be steering gear room, other part is living area, 

including mess room, provision stores, galley, W.C., air conditioning room, change room, deck 

workshop, CO2 room, electrician room, cable duct and engine opening casing/bulkhead ,etc. between 

which there are passages upwards and downwards. Fr50~Fr55 is opening for E/R lifted goods is 

provided at port side.  

Fr55~Fr174 is hopper area. Fr55~Fr174 fitting coaming, on which hydraulic hopper door 

cylinder and delivery pipe arranged. Deck walkway goes from fore to aft. Spray plate is fitted above 

hatch coaming. 

Fr177~Fr177 is orbit area for P.& S.suction pipe, and dredging piping is installed .Opening of 

dredge pump room is in the middle,and watertight hatch cover on it. Fr205~Fore is forecastle, there 
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are acetylene room, oxygen room, tools store at port side, and paint room, boatswain’s store at 

starboard side; chain locker is at the fore part. 

     Fr217~Fore is bow ballast water tank. 

5.6.3     POOP DECK    

There are ten 2p rooms, emergency generator room, dispensary, two single rooms and engine 

room casing, etc. Between them there are passages upwards and downwards and cable ducts. Ladders 

are installed on each side.  

5.6.4 FORECASTLE DECK 

The pump room funnel, fore mast, jack staff and mooring equipment are arranged on the deck.  

5.6.5    ACCOMMODATIO� DECK    

Liferafts are equipped on each side deck. 

Fr11~Fr50 In the deckhouse, there are health club, 14 single cabins, between which there are 

passages upwards and downwards. 

5.6.6 Captain deck 

 

Fr13~Fr50  There are ten single cabins in the deckhouse.Captain’s cabin is at the starboard side, 

chief engineer’s cabin at the port side. There are meeting room, reference room, storage room, 

charging room, battery room. 

5.6.7 �AVIGATIO� DECK 

A navigation control console, chart table, radio desk, water closet are in the wheel house. The 

navigation control console is in the middle of the wheelhouse, and the dredging control console is on 

the projecting part in the middle of the wheel house. 

5.6.8    COMPASS DECK 

Mainly compass deck is arranged navigation guide, telecommunication, signals and lighting 

equipment.  
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5.6.9 GATEWAY A�D HATCHWAY    

There are interior or outside ladder for every deck, in order to ensure safety during working and 

navigating. In the deckhouse, fire-resisting wall and fire-resisting doors are installed to meet the 

RULES requirements. Escape way to weather deck is arranged for engine room and dredge pump 

room. 

Refer to GENERAL ARRANGEMENT (SHG207—100—02) for detail information. 


